My dear Spencer,

I am sorry my last is so much out of order. I don't remember that there was much on them except suggestions I thought the setting of the book in parts except from the commercial point of view is a mistake as it will be incomplete measured as these will be my map no general chapter and no preface unless you propose to go to the expense of adding these to such part—

2d— I think my writing loses the ethnological part before printing was a good thing as apart from the purely scientific part it is greatly wanting in descriptive power and overloaded with apologies. There is absolutely no general description of the life, manners or general (apart from the technical description of the blackfellow
Campbell, Campbells, Chute, Chute, Middle, Middle, Red Bank, Rome — you have not sent me photos of the members yet — a photograph of the rest of the Mrs. Condon ones have been very interesting, but unfortunately you have not got one.

Believe me,

Sincerely yours,

W. Nourse

Please address every time here in future.